
Passion. 

Strength. 

Skills.
web creativity, social media and software.
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We deliver 

first-class 

digital 

services

We were founded on the core

principles of making the impossible to

possible, and our dedicated teams keep

those principles alive each day. 

Innovative!
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Amazing!

Web 

Creativity
We’re no ordinary digital branding

and design agency. We fuse

creativity with clear-headed

commercial judgement to develop

brands and sophisticated digital

solutions which stand out from the

crowd, with meaningful and lasting

impact.
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Social Media 

Strategies
We help brands to be heard above the noise and

connect with their audience.  

We do this through a blend of  

creative campaigns, 

smart technology,  

strategy and innovation  

to help our clients grow  

their business using social media. 

Awesome!
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Cloud Software
Whether you are looking for a CRM that will suit 

your business, a website, a project management or 

an accounting and invoicing tool, Helpdesk

solution, a combination of these or solutions for a 

more ambitious project, then we can help you. 

We have an experienced team of developers who 

can help you with your software venture, whether 

you have a small or large and ambitious project

plan. 

Tailored!
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Best in quality

We are recognised globally for our

award-winning approach to digital

service delivery, from creating

memorable and cutting-edge websites

to latest trending mobile apps.  

Thank You 

Google
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Elevator 2017

We've been identified as one of the

Italy’s most ambitious digital agencies

by search giant Google and we

privileged to be included as one of only

40 agencies in our country to take part

in the Google Partners Elevator. 

Hand Picked 

from Google
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Our Clients
Societa' Italiana Chirurgia 

Consiglio Nazionale Periti Industriali 

Daiki Group 

Finanziaria Familiare 

Bovi RE 

Fondazione Opificium 

Cosmolight 

Bicon 

Omninecs 

IDC-Italy 

Centeus 

Satisfied!
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Our Skills
HTML5 - CSS3 - LESS - SASS

JQuery - Cordova - Phonegap

PHP - C# - ASP.NET - JAVA

SQL - NHibernate - EF

Wordpress - PrestaShop - WooCommerce

Our Services
Brand Identity, Web Creativity and Development

E-commerce, CRM and Tailored Cloud Software

Social Media Management, SEO and Digital Marketing



Contact us!
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Our office

P.le Ardigo',30 00142 Rome Italy

info@arkomedia.it - www.arkomedia.it 

+39 06 59 41 542


